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QUESTION 1

SIMULATION 

You create a table named Products.Sales by running the following Transact-SQL statement: 

You add the following data to the table. 

You are developing a report to display monthly sales data. 

You need to create a Transact-SQL query to meet the following requirements: 
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Retrieve a column for the year followed by a column for each month from January through December. 

Include the total sales amount for each month. 

Aggregate columns by year, month, and then amount. 

Construct the query using the following guidelines: 

Use the MONTH keyword as the interval when using the DATANAME function. 

Do not modify the provided IN clause. 

Do not surround object names with square brackets. 

Do not use implicit joins. 

Do not use the DATEPART function. 

Part of the correct Transact-SQL has been provided in the answer area below. Enter the code in the answer area that
resolves the problem and meets the stated goals or requirements. You can add code within the code that has been
provided as well as below it. 

1.

 SELECT * FROM 

2.

 (SELECT YEAR(SalesData)) AS Year, DATENAME (MONTH, SalesDate) AS Month, SalesAmount AS Amount 

3. 

4.

 ) AS MonthlySalesData 

5. 

6.

 FOR Month IN (January, February, March, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November, December))
AS MonthNamePivot 

A. Check the answer in explanation. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
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a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section. You will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have a database that tracks orders and deliveries for customers in North America. The database contains the
following tables: 

Sales.Customers 

Application.Cities 

Sales.CustomerCategories 
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The company\\'s development team is designing a customer directory application. The application must list customers
by the area code of their phone number. The area code is defined as the first three characters of the phone number. 

The main page of the application will be based on an indexed view that contains the area and phone number for all
customers. 

You need to return the area code from the PhoneNumber field. 

Solution: You run the following Transact-SQL statement: 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

As the result of the function will be used in an indexed view we should use schemabinding. References:
https://sqlstudies.com/2014/08/06/schemabinding-what-why/ 

 

QUESTION 3

SIMULATION 

You have a database that includes the following tables. All of the tables are in the Production schema. 
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You need to create a query that returns a list of product names for all products in the Beverages category. 

Construct the query using the following guidelines: 

Use the first letter of the table name as the table alias. 

Use two-part column names. 

Do not surround object names with square brackets. 

Do not use implicit joins. 

Do not use variables. 

Use single quotes to surround literal values. 

Part of the correct Transact-SQL has been provided in the answer area below. Enter the code in the answer area that
resolves the problem and meets the stated goals or requirements. You can add code within the code that has been
provided as well as below it. 
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A. Check the answer in explanation. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You are creating indexes in a data warehouse. 

You have a dimension table named Table1 that has 10,000 rows. The rows are used to generate several reports. 

The reports join a column that is the primary key. 

The execution plan contains bookmark lookups for Table1. 

You discover that the reports run slower than expected. 

You need to reduce the amount of time it takes to run the reports. 

Solution: You create a hash index on the primary key column. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn133190.aspx 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is
exactly the same in each question in this series. 

You query a database that includes two tables: Project and Task. The Project table includes the following columns: 
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You need to identify the owner of each task by using the following rules: Return each task’s owner if the task has an
owner. If a task has no owner, but is associated with a project that has an owner, return the project’s owner. Return the
value-1for all other cases. 

How should you complete the Transact-SQL statement? To answer, select the appropriate Transact-SQL segments in
the answer area. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: COALESCE 

COALESCE evaluates the arguments in order and returns the current value of the first expression that initially does not
evaluate to NULL. 

Box 2: T.UserID, p.UserID, -1 

Return each task\\'s owner if the task has an owner. 

If a task has no owner, but is associated with a project that has an owner, return the project\\'s owner. 

Return the value -1 for all other cases. 

Box 3: RIGHT JOIN 

The RIGHT JOIN keyword returns all rows from the right table (table2), with the matching rows in the left table (table1).
The result is NULL in the left side when there is no match. Here the right side could be NULL as the projectID of the
task 

could be NULL. 

References: 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190349.aspx 

http://www.w3schools.com/Sql/sql_join_right.asp 
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